
1. Vienna Xiangqi Tournament

Organizer: 
Chess Group „Four Kings Vienna“ 

Date: 
December 16th 2017

Mode: 
5 rounds Swiss-System

Time limit: 
25 minutes a game + 30 seconds a move

Timetable:
Greeting 9:00-9:30
1st Round : 9:30-10:50
2nd Round: 10:50-12:10
Lunch break: 12:10-14:30 (lunch together for who wants)
3rd Round: 14:30-15:50
4th Round: 15:50-17:10
5th Round: 17:10-18:30
Award ceremony: 18:30-19:15

The 30-second bonus time may delay the process.

Valuation:
Points, Buchholz system, Buchholz-sum, Sonneborn-Berger, head-to-
head record, black in  head-to-head record.

Rules:
Rules of the AXF. 
No move transcription needed!

Location:
Gußhausstraße 27-29, 1040 Wien
Neues El, Stiege I, 2. Stock
Seminarraum 125 – Technische Universität Wien

Approach:



Take public transport to U1 station „Taubstummengasse“ and then 
walk.

Accomodations:
Since the venue is easily accessible and you can get ahead quite 
quickly by public transport, it also makes sense to take a more 
distant quarters if it is cheaper. If you need help, feel free to contact
us.

Entry fee:
The entry fee is 4€.

Application: 
Send an application email with full name, birth date and 
citizenship at fourkingsvienna@gmail.com 

Application deadline is December 6th 2017. 

For later registration, participation is not guaranteed, but may still 
be possible.

mailto:fourkingsvienna@gmail.com


Furthermore, the number of participants is limited to 30 people.

Prices:
A certificate for the first three places.
The prize money depends on the number of participants.

1. Place 2€ x participants (for example 20€ bei with 10 participiants)
2. Platz 1€ x participants

Other matters:
Participants who have the opportunity to bring their own Xiangqi 
sets are invited to take them to the tournament and to lend them 
for the duration of the tournament. It would be nice, as our game 
sets differ greatly from each other and we may not have enough. 
Before you do, please let us know by email if you would like to help 
us out with this (help is required depending on the number of 
participants).  

Simple catering (mineral water, biscuits, cups ...) will be provided.


